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Exam-Like Questions 
Questions written by ACT experts mimic the difficulty and style of the exam 
and are updated frequently to ensure students know what to expect. 

Pre-Built Assignments 
Curated assignments aligned to subject-area roadmaps save teachers time 
and expose students to exam content.

Immediate Feedback 
Detailed answer explanations allow students to learn from their mistakes, 
clear up misconceptions, and develop critical thinking skills. 

Built-in Support 
Illustrations, hints, digital flashcards, and other learning tools reinforce 
key concepts, themes, and equations—improving retention.

Track Usage and Progress 
Insight at the district, campus, class, and student levels show usage 
and progress to evaluate program success.

Measure Test Readiness 
Real-time data tracking illustrates how students are practicing and 
how they will perform on the exam.

Students have access to over 3,200 rigorous questions that cover all of 
the concepts they will encounter on test day.

Concise explanations, powerful images, and embedded support for 
every question ensure students learn as they practice and remember 
what they learn.

Easy-to-interpret data dashboards track usage, identify areas of improvement, 
and compare results, so that every instructional decision is data-driven.

Content can be used in various ways–from summer boot camps, ACT prep 
classes, integration into core classes, or independent practice in advisory 
periods.

Individualized Learning

Improved Performance

Flexible Implementation

Purposeful Practice



It’s Much More Than a Test.
While a student's readiness for higher ed depends on more than 
a test, an impressive ACT score illustrates a student's dedication, 
perseverance, and critical thinking skills–all attributes that lead  

to success in college and careers.

UWorld is EXCELLENT practice. My ACT score has gone up and I feel 
a lot more confident for the real test now. It is very user-friendly and 
offers lots of practice in lots of different ways.”

–Truan B., High School Student

Visit collegereadiness.uworld.com to Learn More.

Preparing Students for College and Beyond

AP® English Language

AP® English Literature

AP® U.S. Government

AP® U.S. History

AP® World History

AP® Human Geography

AP® Psychology 

AP® Calculus AB & BC

AP® Statistics 

AP® Biology

AP® Chemistry

AP® Environmental Science

AP® Physics 1

AP® Macroeconomics

Digital SAT®
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